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The remarkable true story of Revealing many new and compelling details, Miracle on the Hudson dramatically evokes
the explosion and "smell of burning up flesh" as both engines were destroyed simply by geese, the violent landing on the
river that felt like a "huge car wreck," the gridlock in the aisles since the plane stuffed swiftly with freezing water, and
the thrill of the travellers' rescue from the wings and from rafts— Written by two esteemed journalists, Miracle on the
Hudson is the whole tale from takeoff to bird hit to touchdown to rescue, seen through the eyes and felt in the souls of
these up to speed the fateful flight. Today, for the first time, the survivors details their astounding, terrifying, and
inspiring encounters on that freezing winter day in NEW YORK.all of it recalled by the "cross section of America" up to
speed.moments of chaos in addition to stoicism and good sense, and the fortuitous mistakes and quick instincts that
saved lives that otherwise could have been lost— Millions watched the aftermath on tv, while others witnessed the
function actually taking place from the home windows of nearby skyscrapers. Tracey Wolsko, a nervous flier, suddenly
became other people's rock: "Just pray.S.Miracle on the Hudson may be the chronicle of a single of the very most
phenomenal feel-good stories of modern times, one that could have been a nightmare and instead became a stirring
narrative of heroism and expect our situations.Sully”“Chesley  Sullenberger’Jay McDonald, a thirty-nine-year-old
software program developer, had survived brain-tumor surgery just 2 yrs earlier and today faced the unimaginable. But
just 155 people understand firsthand what actually happened on U. It's going to be fine." Jim Whitaker, a structure
executive, reassured a anxious mother of two small children on board, only later admitting, "I was pathologically lying
the whole period." As the plane started sinking, Lucille Palmer, eighty-five, told her daughter to save herself: "Just leave
me!"Featuring a lot more than what the press reported—s heroic crash landing in the Hudson River, as told by the
travellers who have owe him their lives. Airways Trip 1549 on January 15, 2009.From the Hardcover edition. --This text
identifies the Paperback edition.
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Makes you feel like your among the passengers Makes you feel like your one of the passengers. Five Stars Great
publication. The harrowing rescue onto the boats are a hundred and fifty-five distinct miracles, many informed in this
publication, many requiring others who valued the lives of strangers.! During that time it is interesting to see the
humanity in assorted way's from those random passengers who had been strangers. From the very long announcement
to when the plane strike the water appeared like eternity. During the function, I was thankful like others, but had not
noticed that this was a story about North Carolina as well as NY. I hope you all browse this book since it is very well
crafted and, in doing so, it will help you when you are in a lifestyle threatening circumstance. That is clearly a separate
book compiled by Capt. AN EXTREMELY PROFOUND BOOK Reading the accounts of the travellers and their experiences
and thoughts in this trauma was extremely profound for me. Skully. The items going through each passenger's mind as
items were unfolding. I thought, "I'm never likely to see my hubby and daughter once again, I'm not prepared to die",
and I begun to recite the Lord's Prayer. Time slowed down! From enough time of the pilots announcement and
understanding the plane would result in the Hudson was 120 mere seconds. When I was 25 years previous (I am now 75)
I was on a highway near Columbia, Missouri, it had been dark and raining, I acquired a blow out on my front left tire,
couldn't get control and sailed over a 70 feet cliff. I was knocked unconscious, found, realized I got clouded vision in my
own left eye, after that heard a audio and interpreted it as being the sound of flames. Good Book Good Book Five Stars
Reserve was in good condition, happy with the purcjase Wonderful book! You never know how you are likely to react in a
traumatic circumstance, and how it will change your existence in just a matter of mins. However, during this week, time
gradually returned on track. Gave a review at my book club Fantastic book! I asked this issue because I was established
never to make a audio if he stabbed me in hopes my daughter would stay asleep and he'd not kill her. I learned there
were many heroes that day time. The experience I had in 1965 helped me survive another encounter in 1971 including
myself and my six calendar year old child. He said he would not if I kept quiet, that i did, and she did not wake up until
the law enforcement officers arrived. I believe because of my previous encounter, I could keep a clear mind, as they say.
Aviation’s most proud moment. I, now, realize this is a most exclusive experience and feel relatively relieved that it is
not so uncommon. I awoke around two o'clock in the morning with a knife within my throat and my child was a evening
stand away from me. You will not get much details on the pilot and then to nothing on the co-pilot. Three Stars It was
good but to much repetitive shared memories. A must read An amazing story a must read for all the bravery of the pilots
crew associates and passengers is amazing. Because of the authors for composing it.. what were those people
considering as the plane was going down. Well, this publication tells you who the individuals were, and specifically what
these were thinking. Thankfully, due to the skill and professionalism of Capt. Sullenberger, this plane didn't crash, but
made a miraculous emergency water landing. And the harrowing stories each passenger provides about obtaining from
the plane in the Hudson and securely to shore will truly bring you to tears. This book is excellent. I recommend you go
through both books! THe publication I hoped somebody had written After seeing the film, "Sully, " I needed to learn
more: surely there have been some who prayed, who later on thanked God, although this is entirely omitted in the film.
And what of the survivors since that time? Would like to meet this man. Have they sought the reason for a second
chance at life? Thankfully, the authors have done extensive research. Not only are these queries answered, but I learned
so much more. You will hear "heads down, brace, brace, a whole lot. It was, also, very revealing as to how other people
handle themselves in a crisis especially when they felt as though they were not going to endure. And, as an individual
bonus for me, I have recently moved to the Charlotte area and the tiny hometowns of the survivors are towns where I
today visit and shop and recognize. The actual fact the plane was intact and the passengers were able to vacate the
aircraft to the water and wings is crucial read. I read this book after reading "Sully".. Survivors of Miracle on the Hudson
Having just seen the movie "Sully", We was interested in the story from the passengers' viewpoint, It was riveting! True
American Hero True American hero. I experienced I understood what they experienced and I discovered a lot about
hypothermia and bravery. I liked the enthusiasm of NY and New Jersey's initiatives and quickness to save the
passengers as well as the media celebrating the great ending. I recommend the book highly and the movie aswell. And of
program, the fantastic work of Mr. Sullenberger and Mr. Skiles. heroism. It put you from the wing and in the drinking
water with them. Of great curiosity, were their thoughts of period slowing and what transpired during this time period.



This slowing of time lasted a week. Excellent Book! A fascinating read! The amount of fine detail in this book is
extraordinary! The author(s) extensively interviewed almost every one of the passengers on the flight (a few didn't
desire to be interviewed) and have reconstructed the whole group of events. Reads like an exceptional survival novel,
however the action is enhanced by the veracity of the encounters endured by each passenger. Highly recommended,
regardless of how well you may think you understand how the events transpired. The author's company of the stories
and the actions was ideal. Have their lives transformed? I asked the man if he would kill me. Sully, you did us all a smile
we required badly these days. Pure skill preserved all on board. In the event that you don’t think so, research how many
times this has EVER been done. I highly recommend you read both books When I read within the news about a
commercial plane crashing, I always wonder. I quickly crawled out the home window of the ugly car which was laying at
the top a boulder after that crawled up the cliff. Until I examine this reserve, I had never heard about anyone having
experienced this phenomena. Gave an assessment at my book club. They adored it, as well! Told from the look at point of
all those in the aircraft. My reading this provides helped me to, somewhat, but a few things to rest. Five Stars Wonderful
book of true courage & Miracle on the Hudson This book was so detailed that it put you in the plane with them.
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